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Keep In
Touch
Oregon
Country Fair
442 Lawrence St.
Eugene, OR. 97401
(541) 343-4298, fax: 343-6554
ffn@oregoncountryfair.org
office@oregoncountryfair.org
www.oregoncountryfair.org
www.oregoncountryfair.net

Fair
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Calendar
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October
27  Elders Committee Meeting, 7 pm, 

OCF office

November
7  Board Meeting, 7 pm, EWEB 

Community Room
7  FaiR FaMily NEWS DEaDliNE
15  lUMP Committee, 7 pm, OCF office
21 Community Center Committee 

December 
5  Board Meeting, 7 pm, EWEB 

Community Room
5  Fair Family News deadline
13  lUMP Committee, 7 pm, OCF office

January 
1  Hippy New year!

Some of you may still not be on the lists of 
your choice, namely, the mailing list that will 
get you this newsletter every month and/or 
the membership list so you can vote!!!! So, 
check some of the following and mail to: OCF, 
Membership/Mailing, 442 Lawrence Street, 
Eugene, 97401.

[ ] I am not receiving the Fair Family News. 
Please put me on the mailing list.
[ ] I do not know if I am on the membership 
list. Please verify my name and send me a 
membership application if I am NOT on the 
list.

I am with (Crew or Booth):

Crew/Booth #:
Crew Leader/Booth Rep:

Who can verify my participation:

My name:

Email address:

Mailing address:

[ ] This is a new mailing address.

Get on the FFN and/or
 Voting Membership List

alice Stroud ...................Pre-Post Security
amy Fehrenbacher ........4a
angie West .....................Green Thumb Flowers
Beverly Sheets ................Pre-Post Security
Brent Reindel .................Recycling
Bryon Hummel ..............internal Security
Charlie leFevre .............Green Thumb Crew
Cindy K. Chambers .......Community Village
Claudia Swan .................Office-Site
Colleen Paull ..................Sno-cone cart
Debbie Snyder ...............White Bird
Don Kerr .........................lot Crew
Edna Peach Michelson ..Registration
Edward Craig .................Community Village
Eric Flocchini .................lot Crew
Floyd Prozanski. ............Backup Manager
Frank Head ....................lot Crew
Fyona Dow .....................Booth #465
Gunther Mueller ............Security
Heather Baker ................Pre-Post Security
Heather Bouher .............Registration
Jeanne Sharpy ................Poster Committee
Jen-lin Hodgden ...........Community Village
Jennifer Rason ................Pre-Post Security
Jerome Garger ................Security
John Doscher ..................Far Side Security
Justin Honea ...................Registration
Karen Stingle ..................Elder
Kathy Broom ..................Registration
Katie Cousins .................Quartermaster
Kristen Brandt ................Security
linda Markham .............Booth member
linda Reymers ...............Endowment Committee
lowell Epstein ...............White Bird
lynda Nelson .................Main Camp Security
lynne Bernhardt ............lot Crew
Matti Tabor .....................Registration
Nicholas loiacono .........Traffic
Noah Woodward ...........Pizza Company Booth
Sandy Gonzalez .............Energy Park
Stephanie Vincent ..........Crafter
Stephen Bailey ...............Recycling
Susan Brown ..................admissions
Susan Buckingham ........Booth member
Susie Goldsmith ............Far Side
Tracy Mishley .................Green Thumb Flowers
Valeria Mainwald ..........Registration

Happy Birthday to Our
Fair Family Scorpios

Election Results

Elder Status Voluntary,  
Not Mandatory

FFN Creepy Crawlers

at the 2011 annual Meeting of the 
Oregon Country Fair, members elected 
the following candidates to the Board 
of Directors:

look for full election results in No-
vember’s Fair Family News!

Paxton Hoag
Bear Wilner Nugent
lawrence Taylor
Saman Harnsongkram
Deane Morrow
lucy Kingsley (alternate)

as a service and reminder to all of our Fair 
Family members, Booth Representatives, Crew 
leaders, Coordinators and Staff, The Elders 
Committee would like to review a key aspect of 
protocol that the Elders  Committee has officially 
established.

an OCF member who has qualified for Elder 
Status cannot be pressured into applying for 
Elder Status.

an OCF member who has Elder Status cannot 
be pressured into obtaining their wristband/
admission through the Elders program. intent: 
Those with Elder Status may CHOOSE to obtain 
their wristband through the Elders Committee, 
but may not be pressured by supervisors, Booth 
Reps, or anyone else into doing so.

it is unfortunate that this reminder is necessary, 
but each year the committee continues to receive 
complaints that the aforementioned protocol is 
being violated.

For further information concerning Elder Sta-
tus and Elder Committee information, a FaQs 
page is available on the Elders Committee page 
of the Council of Elders website at: http://www.
ocfelderscouncil.org/ocfecommittee/ocfec.html 
for viewing and/or download.

OCF Elders can be reached through email 
at: wonderfulocfelders@yahoogroups.com or 
ocfelders@hotmail.com

Our Committee meetings are held the 4th 
Thursday of each month, September - June, at 
the Fair office. Thank you for your attention.

The Elders Committee

Brad “Bats” lerch
norma “snake” sax

Suzi “Centipede“ Prozanski
Michael “Scorpion” Ottenhausen

Sister Mary “Maggots” Doyon
Cynde “leech” leathers

Dan “Spider“ Cohn
Niki “Tick” Harris
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10% off
with this 

ad

Eclectic Healing 
Shop

 50 E. 25th Ave. Eugene,Or.                   541-334-5025

Healing Jewelery
Healing Crystals

Healing SaltBooks

Healing Tools

Unique and Potent
     Herbal Teas       Tonics       Tinctures       Elixirs   

full line of Herbal Junction products

Richard Grimaldi, MP.W.

Counseling

Individuals • Couples • Families
(541) 344-7604 

Buy a game at the Fair in booth L74  
or order one at flowercandles.com. 

heartwood naturals
a cooperative of

local handmade goods
25+ Unique Vendors

Open Everyday 11am - 6pm 

Located on the corner of 6th & Olive in the Heron building
Chason@heartwoodnaturaltoys.com 541-501-7031

Fruit of the Sixties
The Founding of the Oregon Country Fair

M o r e  i n f o  o n l i n e :  w w w. s u z i p r o . c o m

Buy locally!
 Ask your favorite bookstore to order

“Fruit of the Sixties” from Partners West

400 fun pages of Fair & community history 
plus color photos, notes & more

Deane Morrow Ceiling Tile 
Suspended Acoustical Tile Ceilings 

El Roacho,  Booth L86 

cell: 541-740-4533 
CCB# 39860 deanemorrow@yahoo.com 

10/29     Medium Troy / Synrgy
10/31     Jason Webley / Mood area 52
11/4       Head For The Hills
11/6       Jay Farrar with Gary Hunt
11/9       The Dean’s list, Oncue
11/10     Collie Buddz, Gappy Ranks
11/12     We Were Promised Jetpacks
11/13     The infamous Stringdusters
             Drew Emmitt Band
11/17     The Fruit Bats
11/18     indubious / Cornflower

Recently Unclassified Material
                            
We accept UnClassifieds up to 30 words for $5 each, per 

issue. Send listing with $5 to O.C.F.-F.F.N. 442 lawrence 
St. Eugene, OR 97401.  Questions, or for information 
about display underwriting Email bradlerch@aol.com or 
call Brad @ 541- 485-8265 (UnClassifieds not paid for by 
layout won’t run) 

Brand New 19” Phillips lED TV, $159 OBO. Great TV! 
Decided on a 22” but store wouldn’t let me return the 19”. 
Call Robin (541) 731-0596

i am looking for a picture ot the ‘wall of sound’ that is 
outside the OCF.  (The various objects which you can 
knock on to make cool sounds -- it’s fantastic).  if anyone 
has a good photo of it Please contact Steve Hoffman  360-
766-4488 or steve.hoffman@nwcenterforsustainability.org

lOST SOMETHiNG aT THE FaiR? Please email lostand-
found@oregoncountryfair.org. Give a detailed description 
of your lost item as well as your contact information. if we 
have it, we will be sure to return it to you.

 
Holiday Hours:  daily 10-6 +7 Th,Fri,Sat

    

GREATER
GOODS

515 HIGH EUGENE 
541.485.4224

greatergoodsonline.com

 HATS❊Clothing❊Gifts❊jewelry❊textiles  
Instruments❊nw handmade❊ & more!    

FAIR TRADE 
  CAN  MAKE  A WORLD  OF

DIFFERENCE ! 

541.485.8265    www.sacredwitnes.us    indigo@sacredwitness.us



a new grassroots organization, action 
Plan Eugene, received a $500 grant from the 
Oregon Country Fair Board in September to 
help community members across the Eugene-
Springfield area prepare themselves for 
natural or human-caused disasters. Under 
the fiscal sponsorship of Helios Resource 
Network, action Plan Eugene is organizing 
community members to implement the Map 
your Neighborhood program. 
This two-hour training program 
was developed by luann K. 
Johnson, PhD, Public Education 
Manager, Washington Emergency 
Management,  and has been 
adopted in 14 states.

The Map your Neighborhood 
( M y N )  p ro g r a m  i m p ro v e s 
preparedness among neighbors 
for disaster – when there are more 
emergencies than professional 
responders such as police, fire-
fighters, paramedics and utility personnel can 
handle. a 9.0 subduction zone earthquake, 
like the recent quake in Japan, predicted as 
inevitable in the Pacific Northwest, is a prime 
example of a disaster.

During the hours or days that may pass before 
professional responders are available, residents 
must rely on themselves and assistance from 
neighbors for emergency help. MyN provides 
a step-by-step process that neighbors can 

work through together to make sure they 
are disaster-prepared. One person begins the 
process — someone who personally invites 
neighbors to his or her home for a preparedness 
meeting. During a Map your Neighborhood 
meeting, neighbors learn the “9 Steps” to 
take immediately, develop a neighborhood 
skills and equipment inventory, map their 
neighborhood, identify areas of concern — such 

as natural gas meters or propane 
tanks – and verify which neighbors 
would need extra help — such as 
the elderly, those with a disability, 
or children who may be alone.

action Plan Eugene provides 
the initial help needed to establish 
MyN groups: accompanying a 
meeting host in going door-to-door 
to invite neighbors from about 30 
surrounding households to the 
meeting and then facilitating a 
structured and efficient meeting 

among neighbors from about five to 15 of 
those households. lower-income areas with 
more apartment complexes can require much 
more work to make the meeting happen, as 
the residents are often initially strangers to 
one another and preoccupied with day-to-day 
survival. after the initial MyN meeting, action 
Plan Eugene shares preparedness information 
on an ongoing basis but steps back to allow 
the newly formed groups of neighbors to be 

autonomous. These groups can create their 
own barter systems, have dinners together, or 
engage in any cooperative activity they want. 
The most successful groups view the Map 
your Neighborhood program as important in 
both the present, when being connected and 
resourceful is a priority, and future, when being 
prepared for some type of disaster situation 
that is certain to arise is critical. 

Preparing neighborhoods for disasters 
saves lives, reduces the severity of injuries, 
and reduces property damage. it teaches 
people how to think of simple solutions and 
be self-reliant. Working together as a team, 
while contributing as an individual, develops 
stronger communities and improves the quality 
of life in the community. Unlike government-
sponsored programs that focus on training 
volunteers to assist emergency professionals, 
the Map your Neighborhood Program 
empowers community members to organize 
and assist each other. at the same time, action 
Plan Eugene does enlist volunteers trained by 
the government — local residents trained by 
the Community Emergency Response Team 
program for Eugene/Springfield.

Since beginning its work over the summer, 
action Plan Eugene has organized 12 MyN 
groups of about 80 households total. anyone 
interested in hosting a Map your Neighborhood 
meeting should contact action Plan Eugene at 
541-344-2244 or actionplaneugene@gmail.com. 
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This newsletter is direct-
ed to the Oregon Country 
Fair Family and all mate-
rial is volunteered from the 
membership.

Opinions expressed here 
are those of the authors and 
do not necessarily reflect 
the policies of the Fair or 
the FFN.

Letters must be limited to 
300 words. They will be ed-
ited for length and clarity. 
Please include name, Fair 
Affiliation and a method of 
communication (i.e. phone 
number or e-mail).

Family Letters
This newsletter is direct-

ed to the Oregon Country 
Fair Family and all mate-
rial is volunteered from the 
membership.

Opinions expressed here 
are those of the authors and 
do not necessarily reflect 
the policies of the Fair or 
the FFN.

Letters must be limited to 
300 words. They will be ed-
ited for length and clarity. 
Please include name, Fair 
Affiliation and a method of 
communication (i.e. phone 
number or e-mail).

Family Letters

Keep Sunday Night Magical

Thanks for the Freezer

Ailing Fair Elder

Dear Fair Family,
Please forgive me if my mem-

ory isn’t completely correct – but 
i do remember the long effort it 
took to gain the right to stay on 
the land until Monday morning.

First – we did not own the land 
and because of the lease – every-
one had to be off by midnight Sun-
day. Vehicles came in and people 
packed out. it was a ghost town 
by morning.

Soon after we bought the land 
came the Mud year, and it was 
wisely agreed that the land need-
ed to dry another 12 hours – it was 
a Monday morning mass exodus.

after that there were many 
who wanted to wait until Mon-

day morning to pack out – es-
pecially those with a long drive 
and/or a very large booth/camp 
to dismantle. Some vehicles en-
tered Fair as the public departed 
on Sunday. Some packed up and 
left and others parked in front of 
their booth all night. Many cars 
just sat in the path in the dark. 

Eventually it was agreed that 
cars would not be allowed into 
the fair until Monday morning. 
The Fair created a crew to help the 
few who need to leave Sunday. No 
cars inside, just the gator crew.

it’s a sacred circle in which we 
all come together and choose to be 
here on the land. it takes a com-
mitment to be part of the Fair. 

Many of us make sacrifices to be 
present. if you choose to leave, 
you disrupt the circle. Please, let 
us all keep the circle whole until 
Monday. 

Sunday night is magical. The 
musicians have been jamming all 
weekend and really have their 
licks down. The children have 
made friends and lovers have 
found each other.

it takes the pressure off any 
crews that may have to work and 
cut their Fair short to help others 
depart.
Laura Stuart
Spoken Word

To the Jill Heiman Vision Fund 
Committee and the Oregon Coun-
try Fair:

The Senior Meals and Meals on 
Wheels Program received a Jill 
Heiman Vision Fund grant award 
to replace our walk-in freezer. On 
behalf of our older participants, 
dedicated volunteers, gener-
ous supporters and tireless staff, 
please express my heartfelt “thank 
you” to all who are involved in 
present the Oregon Country Fair 
and administering this wonderful 
community grant program.

in this time of economic uncer-
tainty, rising costs and the shrink-

ing resources for meals, we worry 
about our ability to continue the 
mission of providing nourishing 
food and friendship to our older 
neighbors. This grant offers a spot 
of light in these efforts.

We are grateful for the help of 
the Jill Heiman Vision Fund / Or-
egon Country Fair to continue to 
help seniors in lane County re-
main independent in their own 
homes.

Thank you,
Sandy Karsten
Program Manager
Senior Meals & Meals on Wheels

We are sad to report that “Planet” Janet Tarver, a longtime 
Community Village participant and Fair Elder, is terminally 
ill. at this time, she is not up to having visitors. Snail-mail 
cards would be most welcome, as she can read them while 
lying down. Send cards to Janet Tarver, 1455 Wilson Ct., 
Eugene, 97402. Friends also can join a web site to offer her 
support at: www.lotsahelpinghands.com/c/647500/ or 
email her at planetbubblesuniverse@yahoo.com.

Program Promotes Neighborhood Preparedness

By Samantha Chirillo, Field Coordinator of Action Plan Eugene

During a 
Map Your 

Neighborhood 
meeting, 

neighbors 
learn the “9 

Steps” to take 
immediately



Oregon Country Fair Word Search

B V a U D E V i l l E P a l a C E S R N P B a G
a J C i S U N K F R i E N D S G M P C l M U T E
N F H W B E C O B T U a B J l U F H S N E G N X
G G O O D T i M E S l C O i l P B O O T H S E C
K y l T R M l P O W R H F D O C l y l U J U M H
O P C i l E Q B S N D P a i R B U K i G W P N E
K S M K B F G K W i M i F C G U E D F T X E i l
G y O a G R S O M l T T V B G X M U E y N R a a
R C N Q C D a T N y E T D U E F O C S P C B T M
i a K l F N S R Q C S B a R N D O E i B S O R E
l R E G W B i a y a O l F P O B N R Z R F W E l
l a y D H R P a W R N U C W l U S P E M C l T a
R V P F O i B U M E X E N y l D T i C U R l N M
E a a S l N P D V F S M l T O S a X H T S B E E
W N l K E B O P C R B O X E R U G l E E U E y a
O T a X E T M S i E l O M N T y E C S U N S E D
T B C R N a D l K E y N a E W S F T S M a N G O
T S E H C E R a B F S S Q U M Z E a i B l R a W
i C P H H O F P Q a C T C l O U P i i P a S T a
R H T E i B C K a R M a H a N D S K R R E F S T
i a D M l S T X B M a G i C E V l i S O D R N E
P Q Z R a a N U a S l E B J y O W F C T M C i R
S W i l D B E R R y P U N C H S y B P S l E a F
H R E G a T S T E P P U P y N i T y T H G i M X
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Yearly Fair 
Vacation

Dear Country Fair Family,
My husband and i have made 

coming to the Fair our yearly va-
cation for the past 20 years!

We wait for it all year, as do 
any of us who’ve ever been! So 
after this year, my mind still being 
there, i sat down and wrote out 
a little story and made a word-
search to go along with it. 

i would love to share it with 
you. ...  i would consider it an 
honor to play a little part in bring-
ing enjoyment to such a funtastic, 
wonderful world we get to live in 
for such a small time!

So looking forward to next 
year! Enjoy!

Sincerely,
Trudy J. Roberts
Fair-goer

About the Puzzle

Here’s a rundown to tell you a little bit about the 
good times and memories there are to be shared with 
friends every July when we all go camp at Carefree 
Farms for the magic of the Oregon Country Fair! 
Just make sure you have lots of money when you go. 
There are so many booths full of neat stuff, especially 
the food.

The first place i go is Bangkok Grill, where you 
can find the yummiest noodles and seasonings in 
the whole wide world. after hitting there, i follow 
the path heading toward Main Stage, where there 
is always awesome music and a field of hippies, 
barechest and barefoot, dancing in the hot sun! Water 
bottles are a must, but nothing soothes my thirst like 
a Wild Berry Punch!

Then, i might go get some henna done on my hand. 
it’s so pretty and lasts a few weeks, if done properly. 
it’s located right by the Gypsy Caravan stage, so i 
can watch the belly dancers at the same time! after 
hanging out, i like to meander up to the drum circle 
that happens to be by the Whole Enchilada with its 
great Mexican food.

Now, if i were smart, i would’ve grabbed the 
Peach Pit. in it is a schedule for each stage,  such as 
Vaudeville Palace with its awesome acts, or Blue 
Moon Stage, or Spirit Tower, where karma hangs 
thick in the air.

in Chela Mela Meadow, i have to catch a show 
at the Mighty Tiny Puppet Stage or just hang out 
at Monkey Palace reading a book i picked up at the 
Libary along the way.

Before my day is over, i like to get some entertain-
ment by watching lifesize chess while eating more 
food from Roll On Eggrolls! after a fun-filled day 
at the Fair, i’ll start making my way back to Main 
Camp, maybe pick up a hemp anklet or two, and 
some dessert for later from Patti’s Pies. (They reuse 
their pie tins!)

almost to the tents, i wonder who is going to be 
asleep already? Who is going to get showered by the 
ice chest water known as the superbowl?

let the evening festivities begin! Firepit and sauna 
coming up! Sounds like fun, huh??!!

by Trudy Roberts

Oregon Country Fair
Carefree Farms
Vaudeville Palace
Mighty Tiny Puppet Stage
Chela Mela Meadow
Spirit Tower
Main Stage 
Gypsy Caravan
Blue Moon Stage

Monkey Palace
Drum Circle
Whole Enchilada
Bangkok Grill
Roll On Eggrolls
Pattis Pies
Wild Berry Punch
awesome Music
Good Times

Peach Pit
Booths
life Size Chess
Entertainment
Main Camp
Super Bowl
Bare chest
Reuse

Magic
Hemp
Karma
Hippies
Money
Friends
July
library

Henna
Firepit
Sauna
Water
Camp
Path
Sun
Memories
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Board members present:  Diane Albino, John Chewie Burgess, Paxton Hoag, 
Lara Howe, Jack Makarchek, Deane Morrow, Jon Pincus (alternate), Indigo 
Ronlov (facilitator), Anna Scott (alternate, voting for Katie), Jon Silvermoon, 
Lawrence LT Taylor.  Absent:  Katie Cousins.  Peach Gallery: Staff, officers 
and 12 members.

Agenda review
Old business:  Donation requests consent calendar; Budget items (budget 

report and revenue forecast); Policy on manufactured music (LT); Appoint 
VegManEC co-coordinators Susan Bryan and Cindy Bandow (Chewie); Direct 
Personnel Committee to update GM job description and sunset the ED job 
description (Jon S)

Tabled business:  Health booth for staff and volunteers (Chewie); Direct 2011 
Green Ticket revenue to the Community Center green features fund (Indigo); 
Reserve $200,000 for the Community Center fund (Indigo)

New business:  Ratify the Board election; Elect officers; Donation requests 
(Oregon Peace Choir - Deane, Skipping Stones - Anna); set the dates for the 
January Board meetings; Review sound policy (Jon S); Site Manager sabbati-
cal (Jack); Set date for 2012 financial planning meeting (Jon S); Budget for 
post-Fair services (Jack)

Announcements
The OCF Board of Directors election and Annual Meeting will be held 

October 15th at the Knights of Pythias Hall, 420 West 12th, Eugene.
The Good Works Film Festival 2011 will take place in Eugene on October 

6 - 10.  (Charlie R)
Occupy Eugene will take place in the EMU at 9am tomorrow.  (Joseph N)
The 2nd annual Umpqua Brew fest will take place at the Roseburg Fair-

grounds on Oct 21-22.  (Chewie)

Business
Recording secretary:  Bill G said the Scribe Tribe needs a replacement for 

Mark who was writing the minutes for the LUMP committee.  The Board has 
made $10,500 in donations so far this year.  Items on the donation requests 
consent calendar are Forest Restoration Partnership for $500 (Diane) and 
Whiteaker Thanksgiving Dinner for $2000 (Jon S).  Two new requests, Oregon 
Peace Choir for $500 (Deane) and Skipping Stones for $800 (Anna), will go on 
the November consent calendar.

Consent Calendar:  It was noted the Whiteaker event has also requested a 
radio loan.  Chewie moved, LT seconded, to move the radio loan request from 
new business to the consent calendar.  The motion passed 10-0.  There was 
no discussion on the consent calendar and it was approved by a vote of 10-0.

John Chewie Burgess announced his resignation, effective tonight, as a 
coordinator for the VegManEC crew.  Chewie moved, Deane seconded, to 
appoint VegManEC co-coordinators Susan Bryan and Cindy Bandow.  After 
discussion, the motion passed 10-0.  Peach Gallery:  Chewie noted that How-
ard McCartney is still a coordinator so there will be three.  Susan has been 
with the crew since the beginning - norma.  This crew works year round and 
I couldn’t do my job without them - Steve W.  Board:  These two are dedicated 
and have been part of the crew for a long time; I completely support these folks 
and there will be continuity through this transition; the VegManECs are very 
democratic and they have voted in their coordinators ever since Dahinda and 
John Doscher started the crew -Chewie.  Have these two trained with Howard 
in order to take on the coordinator role -Anna?  Both are ready for this role; 
Susan has been representing VegManECs in Main Camp and Cindy has a lot 
of experience with the crew and with forming work parties; both have worked 
closely with Howard and me; so yes - Chewie.  Thanks for your past service 
Chewie, and thanks to the candidates for stepping up - Lara.

Indigo moved, Anna seconded, to adopt the minutes of the September 
12, 2011 meeting.  The motion passed 7-0-3 (Chewie, Lara and LT abstained).

Budget items
Budget report:  Packets have been sent out in a new format, via e-mail, to 

the coordinators and they are due back to the Fair office by October 24th.  That 
is a firm deadline in order to move ahead with the budget process meetings.  
The budgets are for a two-year cycle.  (Hilary)

Two changes are needed for the current year budget.  The first is to increase 
General Manager accounting, line 9803, by $1600 to cover progress billings and 
incremental items for financial reviews and the 990 preparation.  The second 
is to increase Culture Jam equipment, line 5918, by $950.  The equipment costs 
are funded by grants and an endowment and the available amount exceeds the 
budgeted amount.  This change will release the funds. (Hilary)  Jon P moved, 
Deane seconded, to increase the budget for Culture Jam equipment by $950.  
The motion passed 10-0.  Paxton moved, Jon P seconded, to increase the GM 
accounting line by $1600.  The motion passed 10-0.

Capital project spending request:  Once in the past some capital spend-
ing was considered in the fall.  Our process at present is to consider all the 
year’s capital project plans early in the year.  Steve has submitted a letter to 
the Board requesting capital funding for a deck project.  The request did not 
go through the Budget Committee - Hilary.  Steve said he did not receive 
notification of the joint Financial Planning / Budget meeting and would have 
discussed the request with the committee at that time.  This project is to build 
a large flat deck with alter-abled access on the south side of Alice’s using a 
composite deck material.  The capital project funding process needs span 
across the year.  Some requests are not event specific but are for the upland 
property work in the off-season.  The non-event projects do not receive the 

same attention as event projects and they seem to compete with the event 
projects for funding during the winter capital project process.  This request is 
timed so the work can be started this fall and be carried out by Andy and Jeff 
during my planned sabbatical over the winter - Steve.  Jon P moved, Indigo 
seconded, the Board authorize Steve to use $8600 to build a deck at Alice’s.  
After discussion, the motion failed 0-10 (all opposed).  Peach Gallery:  Why 
is this so expensive, will the deck require maintenance - Peggy?  What is the 
purpose - Joseph?  It’s big and durable; it’s at the same elevation as the main 
floor of the house; it’s an economical way to expand the capacity for groups 
at Alice’s - Steve.  Decks are exciting, magical and wonderful things to add to 
a house - Cathy.  Culture Jam uses this area; the staff meets in the house and 
can see the activities by looking out over the lawn; the participants utilize 
the lawn area for art and performance and pass through the area for meals; I 
have concerns - Robin.  The size (45’ along the house x 24-30’ outward) cuts 
out social space in front of the house and seems excessively large - Jen-Lin.  
Less spending for something like this and using some money to fix up what 
we already have is better for utilizing space - Michael.  If this was reviewed 
by the Budget Committee there would have been discussion about the size, 
placement in a sunny area versus a shaded area, use in the rainy seasons, use 
of plastic composite materials, and alternative uses for the money, such as the 
need for more dry storage - Hilary.  This could be a good fit on that side of the 
house; what is the specific need - Charlie?  Meetings and retreats fill the house 
at present so the extra space will help with crowding; the deck space would be 
versatile and utilitarian, temporary structures or camping space can be placed 
on the deck when needed; the composite material uses recycled water bottles, 
a good end use for recycled material, and is more durable than cedar - Steve.  
A septic field would be under the deck - Charlie.  Access hatches would be 
built into the structure - Steve.  Are there other reasons for needing approval 
now - Charlie?  Starting now means it could be ready for use in the spring, it 
would be a place where we could host coordinator potlucks - Steve.  Board:  
This is a large deck; the material choice is a concern; it means losing landscap-
ing; this is outside of process; it could be delayed to March; I am disinclined 
as this stands but I do appreciate the idea - Chewie.  This should go to the 
budget process first; I share the concerns about materials; water bottles are a 
#1 and they can be reprocessed back into #1’s, unlike other plastics with higher 
numbers that cannot be recycled into a #1; please use real lumber - Lara.  This 
should go through the budget process; some plastic composite materials do 
have durability problems and they can be placement dependent; adding a fall 
capital project process is needed; improving the usefulness of Alice’s is needed 
- Anna.  Seeing this for the first time I wonder about the amount it would cost 
and about the use of plastic; what about the alternative of concrete ramps; 
this money could be used for more toilets - Deane.  I put this is on the agenda 
in order to have this discussion; the cost seems high; I have seen uses of this 
kind of plastic material in protected areas but outdoor UV exposure is likely 
to cause problems; the Culture Jam concerns are important; providing alter-
abled access is important and might be achieved with less expense; looking at 
options and conducting a design review is important and we might consider 
concrete - Jon P.  We should use our existing facilities; this makes more sense 
than spending $1 million for a Community Center; we need to consider the 
Culture Jam concerns; we would not permit use of plastic composite materials 
for booths; the deck would need a cover for shade or rain such as a roll-out 
canopy; this needs to go back to the drawing board for more consultation 
and a review by the budget committee; better space use is necessary - Jon S.  
I share the discomfort about the Board directly considering a proposal from 
the site manager - LT.  The area should be staked out so we can see the size; 
the proposal should go before the Budget Committee and the alternative cost 
for wood should be considered; the deck would need a cover and that should 
be a part of any proposal; the Elders retreat last weekend did not need the 
space - Paxton.  This request should go through the regular process; keeping 
the lawn is preferred; the need is not certain; covering a deck will make the 
house dark - Diane. I’d prefer a softscape garden rather than a hardscape 
structure; a dead zone will be created underneath a deck - Jack.

2012 Revenue Projection:  Grumpy presented a revenue forecast of $1,602,500 
for 2012 as recommended by the Financial Planning and Budget committees.  
The 2012 forecast is $12,000 higher than 2011.  The new forecast has changes 
to fees for parking and vendors.  Anna moved, Chewie seconded, to set the 
revenue projection for 2012 at $1,602,500.  An explanation of the changes was 
presented; two amendments were proposed; one died for lack of a second 
and the other failed on a vote; after discussion the motion to set the revenue 
projection was approved 9-1 (Jon S opposed).  The proposed changes that 
generate the projected $12,000 revenue increase were reviewed.  Booth fees 
and wristband prices would change but the requirement to purchase a mini-
mum number of wristbands would be dropped.  Total wristband eligibility 
for booths is still determined by Registration and the Food Committee.  The 
$80 cost for any wristband purchased after the wristband price increase date 
about two weeks before the Fair was not changed.  The fee of $30 for an 
oversized vehicle parking sticker, required in addition to a regular vehicle 
sticker, was not changed.

Public parking was $8, would be $10 for on-site purchases.  Advance 
purchase stays at $8.

Fair Family parking stickers would be $10 for volunteers, $20 for booth 
participants and $20 for anyone making the purchase at troubleshooters.

Elders wristbands were $60, would be $45.  Helper wristband cost does 
not change.

Strolling booth fee was $50, would be $75.  The first 2 wristbands cost $60; 
then 2 wristbands at $65.
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Food cart fee was $60, would be $85.  The first 3 wristbands cost $60, then 
3 wristbands at $65.

Craft booth fee was $100, would be $150.  The first 4 wristbands cost $60, 
then 4 wristbands at $65.

Food booth fee was $100, would be $250.  The first 12 wristbands cost $60, 
then 6 at $65, then 6 at $70, then any additional at $75.

Non-profit craft booth fee was $50, would be $75.
Non-profit food booth fee was $260, would be $285.
In the Budget Report, the expected revenue changes were identified.  Barter 

Fair income was $7500, is projected to be $4000.  Energy Park was $5000, is 
projected to be $2500.  Wristbands was $190,000, is projected to be $200,000.  
Photo ID was $9000, is projected to be $7000.  Registrations was $340,000, is 
projected to be $360,000.  Durables was $5000, is projected to be $4000.  Site 
use fee was $2000, is projected to be $1000.  Interest revenue was $7500, pro-
jected to be $3000.  

Peach Gallery:  With these proposed changes, the event revenue will now 
be 50% from admissions and 50% from other sources - Joseph.  Why is the 
revenue projection for Energy Park reduced - Michael?  Energy Park collects 
their funds and then allocates a portion of them for their own refurbishment 
expenses - Hilary.  Why is it necessary to raise registration fees by $20,000 
when the Fair is not in financial trouble - Michael?  The Fair’s revenue projec-
tion and its financial health should not be seen as coupled.  The revenue gives 
the Fair some cushion and the capability to grow on a long term basis; the 
Fair’s fee structure is very reasonable by comparison to other events; there 
are projects in planning and property purchase opportunities may be coming 
up - Grumpy.  For the past 20 years our expenses have gone up and the Fair 
has followed the philosophy of gradual increases so no one group gets hit too 
hard; tickets have gone up on occasion, other fees have been raised, it’s been 
10 years since the booth fee was instituted and this is the first increase since 
then; many booths operate differently in how they reimburse their help and 
that is a factor in these changes; the revenue supports our ongoing expenses 
and projects; the booth people are being asked to do their part to help support 
the event - Hilary.  Requirements and restrictions imposed by the Fair have 
caused additional booth expenses; separating the fee and wristband cost may 
lead to future increases; there must be some perceptual barriers to the fact that 
members are hurting and the OCF is doing fine; this is not a time to grow; use 
the Rainy Day fund; do more with less - Michael.  The underlying philosophy 
is to move slowly and in cycles; the booth fees have been the same for a long 
time while other fees have gone up; there is no perfect time to raise booth fees; 
we try to be equitable and yet sustaining but costs do go up and continue to 
go up - Charlie.  There is no comparison for the Fair; the infrastructure and 
support provided to the vendors is impressive - Bill W.  There are no booth 
vendors on this Board; some vendors make money but many don’t make 
much; the staff is regarded as family but the vendors are not - Lisa.  Thank 
you for putting on the Fair; in this economic world the life of the artist is not 
simple when the choice to feed the soul comes second to buying food for the 
body; volunteer effort creates this spirit; be very careful with the money the 
Fair is given and treasure it - Cathy.  There have been choices through the 
years about increasing the Fair size; the costs are spread around; booths are 
prime real estate and there is a long list of applicants for a space - Joseph.  I 
volunteer months at a time every year and it costs me to do it; we are family 
and the volunteers, do this for all; everyone is included and belongs - JAR.  We 
are a non-profit so should not be compared to industry events - Peggy.  Board:  
The non-profit food booth fee seems high compared to the regular food booth 
fee - Indigo.  Those should have been raised by just $25, I’ll check - Grumpy.  
At other events, Cafe Mam pays fees that range from $500 to $1500; we want 
our Arts and Crafts festival to prosper; we have been well managed financially 
through the years and we need to keep it up for the future - Indigo.  I have 
operated a craft booth in the past at the Fair and at the Saturday Market; I 
have volunteered at the Fair since 1987 and put in hundreds of hours; JAR 
put it really well and I resent the us or them comments; nobody is out to take 
advantage of anybody; on the question of pass prices, the Elders are a part of 
the Fair and we are all in this together so why do the Elders get a discount; it’s 
hard for everyone and it’s about sharing and not taking advantage; we are a 
conglomeration of equals - Chewie.  Separation of the booth fee and wristband 
requirements will help the “mom and pop” crafters who will not have to buy 
extra passes; I have crafted at the Fair and Saturday Market and the business 
can be hard; I also volunteer and that takes my dollars and time; many on my 
Recycling crew are out of work but they still volunteer for the Fair; it’s been 8 
years since a booth fee increase and it’s still cheap compared to the cost of the 
Holiday Market; there are expenses for toilets and disposal and lots of other 
things that make the Fair work - Lara.  This forecast is a projection and it is a 
little “elastic”; the Fair volunteers work from the heart; everything about the 
Fair is true and good - Anna.  In the 2nd year, the fee was $15 and you got 
$5 back for leaving your space clean; the cost for a Community Center could 
be a lot but it doesn’t need to be expensive; this impacts the booth folks; by 
reducing the Elder wristband fee more eligible volunteers are encouraged 
to retire and give spots to new volunteers; I’d like to see the booth fees stay 
where they were; Justin (Booth Registration coordinator) was not aware of 
this proposal and how to make it work- Deane.

Deane moved to amend the motion by removing the booth fee changes, 
including the graduated wristband fees.  There was no second, the motion 
died.  Justin was concerned about the number of variables in the fee structure 
and possible confusion; aside from the details, the overall revenue increase 
is modest and acceptable; the Elders asked for a $30 wristband fee that was 
compromised at $45; each of us contributes according to our ability - Jon P.  
Justin is aware of this new structure, was involved in its evolution, and he is 
re-engaging in the process - Charlie.  The meeting to set the revenue projec-
tions is perhaps the most important meeting for the Fair as those projections 
drive all the budgetary decisions to follow but the meeting was not set and 
announced in time for interested people to make plans to attend; I could not 
attend due to pre-arranged travel plans; please add setting the 2012 date to new 

business; the Fair is very conservative and our revenues are underestimated 
and our expenses are overestimated so excess revenue is a consistent result; 
we need to make this process more accurate; it is a broken system, the Board 
is being left out and that is disturbing; I could have spoken to this subject had 
I been able to attend the meeting - Jon S.

Jon S moved, Deane seconded, to amend the motion to keep the booth 
fees the same (the new wristband structure would remain).  After discus-
sion, the amendment failed 3-7 (Indigo, Chewie, Anna, LT, Paxton, Diane 
and Jack opposed).  Peach Gallery:  Say “no” to this amendment; the Fair 
has survived 40 years in a hostile environment due to conservative financial 
planning - Joseph.  The booth fee and wristband fee changes are a connected 
and equity-based attempt; the potential for profit moves more into the hands 
of the booth - Charlie.  This is a discussion about revenues; it is not about the 
spending decisions made by the Board; the projections are fair and they are 
balanced; volunteers do not earn any money at the Fair but booths have the 
potential to make money; if the booth fees don’t rise we are losing balance - 
Grumpy.  The “you” or “us” is wrong; we are all spokes in the wheel; it’s late, 
so if you speak please trust we are all listening and only add new thoughts 
- Jen-Lin.  The revenue projection was missed once some years ago; since 
then it has always been exceeded but sometimes by only small amounts; the 
Rainy Day fund gives us stability; excess revenue has enabled us to purchase 
land and could be used to build the upland kitchen - Hilary.  The parking fee 
changes are also cost increases; the “system” in the form of numbers, reports, 
committees and processes is successful and it makes money but it doesn’t 
reflect on us as an entity or on the basic reality of the Family - Michael.  We 
all need to support the Fair and this is reasonable - Bill W.  Thanks, Board, for 
considering the vendors in the tough economy who want to feel like part of 
the family - Lisa.  Raising fees on vendors affects their livelihood, it doesn’t 
make sense when their livelihood is down; for major purchases we should 
ask for donations like the $300 donations that were requested for the first land 
purchase- Peggy.  Decoupling the booth fee and wristband fees can actually 
decrease the total cost if only the essential wristbands are purchased - Tony.  
As a point of order, Jon P and LT noted tonight’s Board discussion has favored 
the other end of the table.  Considering current economic conditions it’s not 
time to raise booth fees; we don’t need the additional revenue; the graduated 
wristband pricing will help control growth; booths will have an incentive to 
purchase only what they need - Jon S.  I oppose the amendment - LT.  These 
fee increases are reasonable; booths have the ability to break even or make a 
profit, volunteers don’t break even at all - Paxton.  Diane agreed with Paxton.  
The Board voted and the amendment failed.

Discussion resumed on the main motion.  Was the Barter Fair fee discussed 
- Jon S?  No - Hilary.  Was there discussion about raising the oversized vehicle 
fee - Jon S?  That is just getting started so was not changed - Hilary.  $15 in 
1982 would be $81.30 today based on the consumer price index; folks in craft 
booths are essentially prisoners in their booths so don’t get to fully participate 
in the Fair; a donation process will not work; some booths make money and the 
work of crafting is right livelihood and appreciated; I don’t want to be a part 
of making their hard and good road more difficult; Cathy and Bill’s lighting 
craft is precious - LT.  The graduated structure for the wristbands is confus-
ing; it shouldn’t be a problem using computers but should be regarded as an 
experiment - Paxton.  The Fair is fiscally conservative and socially progressive; 
the excess revenue goes for good causes and the site is for all; the increases 
are not very large; volunteers should not have to pay for parking; we should 
support senior discounts since Denny’s and IHOP are able to give them; 
many of our seniors live off a small social security check; the reduced Elder’s 
fee is an incentive for them to retire - Diane.  We are dealing with a notion of 
commerce; the finer points revolve around the same issues; crafters working 
in a less easy time is not lost here; a deep ethic drives us to be conservative; 
the opportunity is for all but not to be all equal; as independent thinkers we 
come to independent conclusions; we come to this thing of art, selling of art, 
selling of crafts, and food; don’t lose that in the discussion; we are tasked as 
an organization to sustain into the future with incredible expectations from 
each of us; as a Board we are tasked to protect the status quo of the event 
and of the people who participate; at the same time we are all consumers of 
the event and we are getting to this 50/50 split- as many of us as the general 
public; that complicates this discussion; we could spend that down but we 
are a conservative Board; less could be the right way to go but the greatness 
can’t be lost; relevance is a very important word; we are engaged in sustain-
able commerce; we have met it and are successful; we are able to deal with 
the status quo needs plus we give a gift to the future; it’s our task; it’s the 
excess part we need to always be concerned about; if we are not able and we 
have to make real cuts, then we have nothing to give forward and it costs us 
all - Jack  The motion passed.

Business, cont.
Jon S moved, Indigo seconded, the Board direct the Personnel Committee 

to update the General Manager job description in anticipation of promoting 
Charlie Ruff.  Paxton asked if the motion included dropping the Executive 
Director job description.  Jon S replied that could be done at the time of the 
appointment.  The motion passed 10-0.

LT moved, Deane seconded, the Board adopt a policy to prohibit audible 
recorded music on the Fair site from noon pre-Fair Thursday to 6:00am 
post-Fair Monday.  During discussion a friendly amendment was accepted 
to allow entertainment coordinator to authorize DJ and mix performances 
and to allow recorded background for performances.  After discussion, 
Indigo moved, Chewie seconded, to table the motion.  The motion to table 
passed 10-0.  Peach Gallery:  Guideline 10 prohibits amplifiers and recorded 
music; recorded tango music was played on the path for dancing last year; 
some folks in staff or work areas play radios or music; what is the enforcement 
mechanism and is there any leeway - Charlie?  Our event loves live music but 
some performers, such as jugglers, use recordings; the bigger issue is the use 
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of DJ’s and dub samples and its place in the Fair; do the coordinators have 
the prerogative - Hilary.  It would be a mistake to create a policy that will 
divide the older and younger generations at the Fair - Grumpy.  Loud blast-
ing music, like the disco ball, is disturbing for many in the whole area; there 
was no chance for small parties or gatherings - Bill W.  This year’s feedback 
has brought out a new theme of the young feeling excluded and wanting 
DJ and electronica at the Fair - Jen-Lin.  Would the use of ear-buds would 
be ok - Peggy?  If it’s not audible - LT.  Respecting LT’s passion, there is a 
bias against young music trends; there are path rovers and policies already 
in place; maybe we need some clarification of guideline #10 - Steve.  This is 
about courtesy; we need a sound management team and a way to deal with 
conflict - Joseph.  DJ performance and sound sampling and electronic music 
creation is an art form that’s just not at the Fair yet; there is a big difference 
from just playing a very loud disco recording; there is an application and 
permit process; the neighborhood agreements need to be considered; if the 
sound is just annoying then firm up the response for complaints and use 
the current policy; starting a prohibition policy might be the perfect way to 
get youth to come in and get more involved - Tony.  The Culture Jam model 
promotes creating music; some electronic art does come out for open mic 
night; the attitude is “hey, you can think and create”; it’s a music and arts 
festival and there is a place for everything - Robin.  Remember when the Fair 
was quieter; now sometimes people just sit and suffer when amplified music 
intrudes instead of objecting and asking for something to be done - Jain.  In 
our area, nearby booths were disturbed by recorded music and next year we 
will use the complaint policy - Cathy.  Board:  This policy is easy at the core 
and hard at the edges; get a live Tango band instead of using a recording; are 
we creative and participatory or are we a spectacle; “Brick-House, not in my 
house!”; a few years ago I saw something very weird, a slide show at the Fair 
showing slides of the Fair, at the Fair, on Saturday night - that’s nuts; we won’t 
lose the younger generation, maybe only a few of those who are rude and 
those who behave without respect; we have made changes in the past, like 
no alcohol, and lost those who came to drink; a good example is the acoustic 
performance near Patty’s Pies last year and how a nearby recorded blast which 
overwhelmed the acoustic performance - it was like Mordor and the Shire; 
some attend the Fair with an idea of noise, violence, anger, and ugliness and 
they should be shut down because this is not their place; our place is delicate 
and is an island surrounded by a dominate electronic culture and we need to 
preserve our event against cultural imperialism; this ain’t no disco - LT.  The 
passion from the pulpit is interesting; I’m not ignoring what LT says around 
the absoluteness of it; this / not that along with being able to create needs 
to be reconciled - Jack.  The division of old or young is not a real factor; both 
generations listen to all kinds of music; how about a Friendly Amendment 
to use the permit process - Diane.  Lots of DJ stuff is good and it’s creative; 
this motion is only when the Fair is open and we need to be able to make 
exceptions; absolutes are trouble so we should experiment and try but also 
have some way to make exceptions - Paxton.  Will you consider a Friendly 
Amendment to allow entertainment coordinators to authorize DJ and mix 
performances and for background recordings on stages - Indigo?  Agreed - 
LT and Deane.  In camp, if a record is played on KLCC after broadcasting a 
live show, should the radio be turned off - Jon S?  If someone is there to say 
so, then yes - LT.  The motion needs some sensible exceptions and Robin said 
it best, about creating art rather than just packaging it; the motion should be 
re-crafted to permit creativity and to focus on the public areas rather than the 
non-public areas; we can’t regulate everything but I support the spirit of this; 
it should apply to the “8” - Jon P.  If we table, the next meeting will be more 
interesting - Deane.  I want to vote for this as a way to get people out and 
talking about it; a big part of me says “No” it’s the wrong way; we need the 
power of the people; I’d vote yes on a motion to table; but not yes to a solid 
policy - Anna.  The recent work session on sound brought out a crowd of 70, 
the biggest ever; a lot of kids do the disco party and have a good time; the 
guidelines are in place and we need better education; we really need to do a 
better job of enforcing all our guidelines; the processes take time - Lara.  This 
is a nice pitch so take it to the fence; I support the idea but am reluctant to go 
ahead; one thing that makes us unique is the culture of acoustic music; it’s 
one of the reasons we are grandfathered with the county; like the archaeolo-
gists say, we need to preserve and yet allow for change - Chewie.  We demand 
handmade crafts and the entertainers should be held to the same standard; 
an example is how hearing the piano played in Main Camp one night at din-
ner was wonderful until the kitchen turned up the radio and the performer 
stopped; we love live music and should support this -Indigo.

Written Reports
Site Manager:  September’s weather was much like August; warm and 

dry, only 0.12” of rain recorded for the month.  Clean up after a busy sum-
mer continues.  Operations crews have been busy preparing for a Gypsy Way 
opening in 2012; VegeManEc and site crews have been carefully clearing, 
Water Crew installed a 600’ pipeline loop to bring water to the new area, all 
with the careful monitoring presence of Archaeology Crew.  The pathway 
has been graded and seeded and now waits for spring and lots more work.  
Tree Crew also had a major work weekend, cleaning up many lofty problems.  
The volunteers who gave many hours of valuable labor to the site are much 
appreciated.

The seasons have changed; the first 5 days of October brought over an inch 
of rain. All the Fair paths and meadows have been core-plugged and reseeded 
and are closed to vehicles and bikes. Strolling visitors always welcome! Next 
highway pickup is Sunday, October 16, the Elmira H.S./OCF Cross-Country 
Invitational is Wednesday afternoon, October 19, start and finish lines in Miss 
Piggy’s Lot.

Elders Committee:  The Committee met at the town office at 7 pm on 
September 25th with seventeen people in attendance. This is the first meeting 

for the Committee since this year’s fair so a review of everyone’s experiences 
at the fair was conducted. All the activities that the Elders were involved in 
were completed successfully.

The New Elders application review process was started up again with ten 
applicants reviewed and approved by the subcommittee for final approval by 
the full Committee. This brings the total active Elder membership number to 
600. Applications will be reviewed and processed up until March 1st of 2012.

The Budget packet for Elders will cover the next two years and details will 
be discussed at the Elders retreat on October 1st in order to have it returned 
to Budget by the 25th. 

The Elders camp was a great success this year with seventy seven camp 
sites occupied. There may be room for a half dozen additional sites next year 
as long as we maintain a small enough foot print per site in the area. The 
Elders efforts to maintain the natural integrity of the camping area has been 
very successful to date.

The Still Living Room project was again very well received by both the 
public and the Fair Family. The entertainment was great and many people 
were observed taking the time to read and enjoy the Time Line Murals. The 
Memorial Kiosk was again filled with notes, picture and memorabilia about 
loved ones and the Elders are working on a project to archive all these items 
gathered each year so those memories won’t get lost along the way from year 
to year. 

There were several reports to Committee members that there is still some 
misunderstanding around what earning Elders Status means especially con-
cerning obtaining passes. A person having approved Elders status does not 
mean that they must obtain their pass thru the Elders. Obtaining their pass 
thru Elders is an option available to them but only if and when they choose 
to do so. The Committee will submit an article to the Fair Family News to 
help clarify this for everyone.

The fall Elders Retreat will have been held at Alice’s on October 1st and 2nd. 
The agenda was to review the pros and cons from this year’s fair and start 
planning for the next year’s fair. Budget processes and future projects were 
also discussed.  As has become the custom there was great food and even 
live entertainment on Saturday evening. For those of you that attended, you 
know it was a good event and for those of you that missed it, sorry and hope 
that you can make it next time.

The next regular Elders Meeting will be held at the town office on October 
27th at 7 pm. The Elders will hold a Spirit Walk on site on October 8th. Meet at 
the Hub Yurt at 7 pm and enjoy the evening.

Path Planning Committee:  The Committee met on September 25th at Al-
ice’s on site with ten Committee members and eleven guests in attendance.  
This is the first meeting of the Committee since the very successful fair this 
year. All the members are ready to get back to work on path projects again.

A review and evaluation of the projects done for the 2011 fair was made 
with very good overall responses from everyone present.

Development of Gypsy Way to create more Child Care services was discussed 
at length. Child Care crew members expressed their views both positive and 
negative about the proposed development. Their input is much appreciated 
as it helps in the development of a sound plan that will benefit everyone 
concerned. Several members of booths located in the existing Kids Loop area 
were able to present their concerns as well and hopefully have gained some 
insight on what will be happening in the near future that can affect them.

Several basic design ideas were presented to help improve the traffic flow 
thru the Eight in future years. This is only the first draft and much more of the 
design detail and its effect have to be worked out. The goal of the Commit-
tee here is to improve the overall fair experience for everyone by identifying 
problem areas and presenting possible solutions.

As is done every year, a review of the Committee members participating 
is underway. The Committee co-chair positions were open for appointment. 
Colleen Bauman and Justin Honea were appointed to the position for the 
next year.

The Path Planning work plan for the coming year was presented to the 
members present for review. In order to include all the committee members 
the final plan with any changes and updates will be approved at the next 
regular meeting. 

The next regular Path Planning meeting will be held on October 16th from 
noon to 3 pm at either the Hub Yurt, weather permitting, or Alice’s.

Member Input
JAR pointed out post-Fair crews have no medical, security or fire fighting 

support and asked the Board to consider the situation and think about a solu-
tion for the de-con period.  Jack added the item to new business.

Adjourn
The meeting was adjourned at 10:20pm.  The next meeting is 

November 7th at 7pm at EWEB.
Tentative agenda:  Ratify the Board election; Donation requests 

(Oregon Peace Choir - Deane, Skipping Stones - Anna); Budget 
items including budget for post-Fair services (Jack); set the dates 
for the January Board meetings; Policy on manufactured music 
(LT); Health booth for staff and volunteers (Chewie); 2011 Green 
Ticket revenue directed to the Community Center green features 
fund (Indigo); $200,000 reserved for the Community Center fund 
(Indigo); Review Sound Policy (Jon S); Site Manager Sabbatical 
(Jack); Set date for 2012 Financial Planning Meeting (Jon S)


